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Thank you for this outstanding gesture of holding this championships in memory of Grzegorz. 
Thank you for your remembrance. Knowing it is not only us who think about him, knowing that He was important and extraordinary not only 

to us helps a lot. 
Life and other people were His passion. 
The passion of flying was His life. 
He was always acting full ahead. 
One day He marked a new goal, 
The next He was reaching for it 
Doing anything -  
He was not saving any resources for retreat! 
1000% dedication 
Always a step ahead of us  – exceptionally 
        - unconventionally. 
  
 How did He do that? Where did He drew his power from? 
Maybe from relations with other people and joy of even small victories. He appreciated what He was given and was thankful for that..  In 

each person He was able to see an individual human being. 
He intended and was able to find time for talks, mails and neverending phone calls. 
He was happy in those moments and relished them. 
  
 For me life of Grzegorz was an evidence that dreams do come true.. that with faith and dedication you can reach anything.. that 

offering your heart and help stands way above asking for anything.. 
  He was too shortly here with us, yet his time has to be enough for the rest of our lives… 
  
 The lines He got from Alex were one of his most valuable prizes. 
I wanted to find an exceptional form for them. The idea came from 8 year old son Aleksander, and it was then realized by us and friends. 
These are the lines of Alex and Grzegorz canopies, braided together to represent a paraglider. 
 I hope you  like it ? 
I would like that these lines, as Alex asked Grzegorz when He presented them, would become a  prize to be passed on for successive winners 

of the PF1 slaloms. 
  
Fly safe and see you in the future 
Małgosia Krzyżanowska, wife of Grzegorz Krzyżanowski 



FAI CIMA World Paramotor Slalom Champion Trophy rules 

• The trophy is an additional prize for the WPSC PF1 class 
winner. 

• It is a challenge trophy, awarded for two years between the 
championships. 

• The trophy is handed over during WPSC winners decoration 
ceremony, always by the competition director of the 
Championships or a person nominated by the competition 
director. 

• The winner of the trophy keeps it for assigned time, he is 
required to deliver it to the next WPSC organizer on the 
inauguration day at the latest. 

• The winner can use the trophy for promotion of his country 
and paramotor sport in general, as well as for his club or 
federation sporting image, on condition that each time full 
name „FAI  CIMA  World Paramotor Slalom Champion Trophy” 
will be given.



• The winner has to add a 
placard on the trophy box.  

• The placard must have 
dimensions of  90 mm x 30 mm 

• It should contain following 
information: 

• (consecutive Roman numerals) 
WPSC (year in Arab numerals) 

• Name, family name 
• Nationality 
• Place of the championships 

(city, country)
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